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WAJA BOYS SECONDARY SCHOOL.
FORM TWO HOLIDAY PACKAGE

CHEMISTRY
1. INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY

1 Give four areas where the knowledge of chemistry can be applied
2 Daughter of Mr. MUSA prefer to study chemistry subject in his studies what

advantages she will get through studying chemistry subject (5 points)
3 a). Define the term chemistry

b). Give three branches of chemistry
4 What are the advantages of chemistry in the following:

i. Agriculture
ii. Transport and communication

5 Differentiate chemists from Alchemists.

2. LABORATORY TECHNIQUES & SAFETY
1. Why we offer first aid to the injured person? Give reasons (5points)
2. Why most of laboratory apparatii are made up of glass? (5points).
3. a). Draw a neat diagram of the following.

i. Toxic
ii. Explosive
iii. Oxidant
b). Differentiate first aid from first aid kit.

4. Why Laboratory doors are open outward? Give reasons
5. What procedures you will use to help a person with Electric shock.

3. HEAT SOURCES & FLAME
1. a). Define the term Flame

b). Draw a well labeled diagram of
i. Luminous flame
ii. Non Luminous flame
2.Why we prefer to use non luminous flame for heating purpose rather

than using luminous flame?
3.Why luminous flame is used for lighting purpose?
4. Give four differences between luminous flame and non luminous

flame
5. Give five steps used in lighting on a Bunsen burner.

4. AIR, COMBUSTION, RUSTING & FIRE FIGHITING
1. a). Define the following terms

i. Air
ii. Combustion
iii. Rusting
iv. Fire fighting
b). Write down the components of Air with the percentage

abundances
2. a). Write down the condition necessary for rusting to occur
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b). Give three methods of preventing rusting
3.What are the application of combustion process in the following areas

a) Hospital
b) Home

4.Why we are not advised to extinguish class B fire by using water?
5. What will happen when one of the components of fire triangle is missing?

5. STATES OF MATTER
1. a). Define the term matter

b). Differentiate solid state from liquid state (5points).
2. a). State whether the following change is the chemical change or physical

change
i. Rotting of cabbages
ii. Germination of seed
iii. Grinding of chalks
b). Differentiate physical change from chemical change (5points)

3. What are the significances of having chemical symbols (4points).
4. Write down the Latin name of the following

i. Sodium
ii. Lead
iii. Potassium
iv. Silver

5. What are the advantages of changes of state of matter (5points).

6. SEPARATION OF MIXTURE
1. a). Define the term

i. Fractional distillation
ii. Distillation
b). What is the application of distillation process in our daily life

2. Explain how you can separate the mixture of alcohol and water (diagram is
necessary).

3. Explain what will you do to separate the mixture of Iodine and sand in a
flask?

4. State the method that will separate the following.
i. Chlorophyll from leaves
ii. Mixture of kerosene and water
iii. Muddy water

5. State the methods that are used in the separation of mixtures (6 methods).

7. THE SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES
1. Define the term

i. Scientific procedure
ii. Data analysis
iii. Data Interpretation

2. Give reason what will happen if the scientific findings did not match with
the hypothesis?

3. Give three areas where the knowledge of scientific procedure can be applied.
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4. Mr. Musa wants to know the transmission of COVID – 19, what step he will
use to reach the possible results of his findings?

5. Differentiate hypothesis from research problems
8. OXYGEN

1. Describe the usual test for oxygen. Why does air, which contain oxygen does
not give the same results?

2. Draw a well labeled diagram showing the laboratory preparation of oxygen
gas from hydrogen peroxide. What catalyst is used if any?

3. State a suitable methods of collecting oxygen gas
4. State 3 physical properties of oxygen gas
5. Give 3 commercial uses of oxygen

9. HYDROGEN
1. Why in the preparation of hydrogen we use zinc granules instead of using

pure zinc
2. State a suitable method of collecting hydrogen
3. State 3 physical properties of hydrogen
4. Give 3 commercial uses of hydrogen.
5. Give the chemical test of hydrogen

10. WATER
1. Briefly explain why water is referred to as a universal solvent.
2. Explain two different methods that can be used to treat and purify water at

home.
3. Mention four physical and chemical properties of water
4. State the chemical tests for presence of water
5. State the test which is used to show that water is pure.

11. FUELS AND ENERGY
1. Give five criteria’s of a good fuel
2. What are the advantages of gaseous fuel over solid fuel? Give four points
3. List three electric appliances that change electrical energy to heat energy
4. Mention four sources of energy for domestic use in most of the Tanzanian

communities
5. Mention three advantages of biogas as a source of energy.

12. ATOMIC STRUCTURE
1. If the atoms of an element have the four shells with electronic configuration

of 2, 8, 8, 2, draw an energy level diagram for its atom.
2. Mention four assumptions of Dalton’s atomic theory.

3. An atom of potassium may be represented by the symbol
a). What does the values 39 and 19 imply?
b). Calculate the number of neutrons and electrons in the atom.

4. With the help of a diagram, show the electron arrangement of each of the
following atoms:
a). Aluminium ion
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b). Calcium atom
c). Fluorine atom

5. If chlorine occurs naturally as 75% of chlorine – 35 and 25% of chlorine - 37
Calculate its relative atomic mass.

13. PERIODIC CLASSIFICATION
1. Explain why noble gases are not participate in bonding?
2. Explain why group VII element are called salt producers?

14 . FORMULAE, BONDING AND NOMENCLATURE
1. Write down the formula of the following compounds

a) Iron (II) chloride
b) Copper (I) oxide
c) Lead (II) Phosphate

2. Use dot (.) and cross (x) diagrams to illustrate bonding of Sodium
Chloride

3. A compound has the following percentage composition by mass:-
40%carbon 6.7% hydrogen and 53.3% oxygen. The vapour density of
the compound is 90

a) Determine its simplest formula
b) Determine its molecular formula

4. Find the Oxidation state of the following
a) Sulphur in sulphate radical
b) Potassium in potassium chlorate
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c) Carbon in carbonate radical
5. Why electrovalent compound are good conductor of electricity explain.


